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ABSTRACT: Noble-metal nanomaterials were widely investigated
as theranostic systems for surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) imaging, and also for photothermal therapy (PTT) of
cancers. However, it was still a major challenge to explore
multifunctional nanoprobes with high performance, high stability,
and low toxicity. In this work, Raman reporter (DTTC)-coupled
Agcore@Aushell nanostars (Ag@Au-DTTC) were synthesized and
investigated for in vivo improved SERS imaging and near-infrared
(NIR)-triggered PTT of breast cancers. By the two-step coupling
of DTTC, the SERS signal was improved obviously, and the
cytotoxicity of nanoparticles was also decreased by coating Au
nanostars onto Ag nanoparticles. The as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars showed high photostability and excellent photothermal
performance, in which the photothermal conversion efficiency was
up to 79.01% under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser. The in vitro and in vivo SERS measurements of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars
showed that the many sharp and narrow Raman peaks located at 508, 782, 844, 1135, 1242, 1331, 1464, 1510, and 1580 cm−1

could be obviously observed in MCF-7 cells and in MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice, compared with that in pure DTTC. In 14-
day treatments, the tumor volume of MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice injected with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars and irradiated by
an 808 nm laser almost disappeared. This study demonstrated that the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could be excellent
multifunctional agents for improved SERS imaging and NIR-triggered PTT of breast cancers with low risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Malignant tumors have become one of the most serious threats
to human beings, and it was very urgent that we develop new
techniques to diagnose and treat cancers. In recent years, many
efforts have been devoted to the development of nanoprobes
with diagnosis and therapy.1−5 At present, the popular
theranostic nanoprobes include magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), computed tomography (CT), positron emission
tomography (PET), fluorescent imaging, photoacoustic imaging,
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) imaging, and
imaging-guided photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic
therapy (PDT), drug/gene delivery, and so on. In the reported
theranostic systems, nanoprobes based on SERS imaging showed
important application potentials in clinical trials due to their high
sensitivity and anti-interference, and were promising as a new

theranostic platform for multimodal imaging and visualizing
therapy of cancers.6,7

Generally, noble-metal nanomaterials and their alloys played
important roles in SERS imaging and SERS-guided therapy of
cancers due to enhanced local field and localized surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) property. In past decades, spherical gold (Au)
or silver (Ag) nanoparticles, Au nanorods, and nanostars were all
investigated as SERS-active substrates.8−12 Moreover, due to
good biocompatibility and near-infrared (NIR) absorption, Au
nanomaterials were also applied in photoacoustic imaging, CT,
PTT, and PDT, besides SERS imaging.13−21 By coupling Au or
Ag nanoparticles with other nanomaterials (such as Au@Pt, Ag-
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graphene, Au-graphene-doxorubicin (DOX), Au−Fe3O4, Au−
Cu alloy, Au-TiO2-DOX, and so on), the new theranostic
systems were also designed for SERS imaging, MRI, CT,
antibacteria, PTT, and chemotherapy.22−28 Although Au, Ag,
and their nanocomposites were all used as SERS-active
substrates, Ag nanoparticles were still believed to be the best
candidate due to a high SERS enhancement factor. Unfortu-
nately, it was known that Ag nanoparticles have poor
biocompatibility due to their easy-oxidizability, by which the
cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of human cells might be
caused,29−31 and the SERS activity could also greatly decrease.
Therefore, exploring high SERS-active substrate materials with
low toxicity and high stability was important for the in vivo SERS
imaging and therapy.
Compared with Ag nanoparticles, Au nanomaterials had good

biocompatibility, and showed high SPR effect and NIR
absorption. Au−Ag alloy nanomaterials provided another
important theranostic platform for SERS imaging and SERS-
guided PTT. Recently, Au@Ag core−shell nanoparticles,
nanoshuttles, nanotubes, and nanostars were synthesized and
investigated for SERS imaging,32−36 and Ag@Au core−shell
nanomaterials were also prepared, in which the Au component
was an excellent candidate as a photothermal agent due to strong
NIR absorption, such as Ag@Au spherical nanoparticles for
SERS, Ag@Au nanourchins for PTT, and hollow Ag@Au
nanoshells for chemotherapy and PTT.37−39 As an important
type of Au nanostructures, Au nanostars showed good SERS
enhancement performance due to their metal-tip structure and
had high photothermal conversion efficiency (∼80%) indicating
important potential in PTT of cancers.37 However, it was still a
major challenge to combine the high SERS sensitivity of the Ag-
based component and the high photothermal conversion
efficiency of the Au nanostar component. Thus, there are no
reports of Agcore@Aushell nanostars for simultaneous SERS
imaging and PTT of cancers. Therefore, by coating Au nanostars
onto Ag nanoparticles, the obtained Agcore@Aushell nanostars will
possess excellent performance of SERS imaging and PTT with
low risk.
In this article, Raman report (DTTC)-coupled Agcore@Aushell

(Ag@Au-DTTC) nanostars were synthesized for improved
SERS imaging and NIR-triggered high efficient PTT in breast
cancers. By coating Au nanostars onto Ag nanoparticles, the
cytotoxicity could be decreased, compared with that of bare Ag
nanoparticles. By two-step coupling DTTC, the SERS signal of
Ag@Au-DTTC was obviously improved both in vitro and in vivo.
Moreover, the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars showed
high photostability and photothermal conversion efficiency.
Under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser, the in vitro and in vivo
therapies indicated the excellent PTT performance of Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars in breast cancers. This work demonstrates that
the as-prepared Agcore@Aushell nanostars could be strong SERS-
active substrates for improved SERS imaging and excellent
photothermal agents for PTT in breast cancers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Reagents and Materials. Silver nitrate (AgNO3), potassium

iodide (KI), ascorbic acid (AA), and gold(III) chloride hydrate
(HAuCl4·4H2O), trisodium citrate dehydrate (Na3C6H5O7), and
hydrochloric acid (HCl) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Methoxy polyethylene glycol thiol
(mPEG-SH, MW = 1000) was purchased from Seebio Biotech Inc.
(Shanghai, China). 3,3′-diethylthiatricarbocyanine iodide (DTTC
iodide), 5-diphenyl-2-H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT), Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), and fetal bovine serum (FBS,

Gibco) were purchased from Keygen Biotech Co. Ltd. (Nanjing,
China). Calcein acetoxymethyl ester (CAM) and ethidium homodimer-
1 (EthD-1) were purchased from life technologies (Shanghai, China).
All of the chemicals were used as received without further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of Ag@Au-DTTCNanostars.Ag nanoparticles with
a diameter of about 20−30 nm were synthesized following the
previously reported method.40 Briefly, 50 μL of AA aqueous solution
with a concentration of 0.1 mM was added into 47.5 mL of boiling
deionized water and boiled for another 1 min. Subsequently, the mixed
solutions (1 mL of 1 wt % Na3C6H5O7, 0.25 mL of 1 wt % AgNO3, and
50 μL of 0.06 mM KI were consecutively added into 1.25 mL of
deionized water under stirring at room temperature, and the stirring was
maintained for 5 min) were added into the above AA solution. After they
were boiled for another 1 h, the as-prepared Ag nanoparticles were
collected by centrifugation and washed in water three times and were
redispersed in 50 mL of deionized water.

Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were synthesized by two-step coupling
DTTC (1#: Ag@Au-DTTC). Briefly, 0.75 mL of the as-prepared Ag
nanoparticles were added into 9 mL of deionized water under stirring,
and 50 μL of 0.1 mM DTTC was added dropwise to form Ag-DTTC
nanoparticles. After 10 min, 7.5 μL of 0.1 M HCl and 1 mL of 2.5 mM
HAuCl4 aqueous solutions were consecutively added, and 60 μL of 10
mM AgNO3 and 50 μL of 100 mM AA were simultaneously added into
the above solution under vigorous stirring. After 30 s, 150 μL of 0.1 mM
DTTC was dropped into the as-prepared nanoparticles for the second
time, and the stirring was maintained for another 10 min. As a
comparison, Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were also synthesized by one-
step coupling DTTC (2#: Ag@Au-DTTC). Briefly, Ag@Au nanostars
were first synthesized, and then 200 μL of 0.1 mM DTTC was dropped
into the as-prepared Ag@Au nanostars, and the stirring was maintained
for another 10 min. In the growth of Au nanostars, adding AgNO3 was
responsible for the yield and shape of anisotropic Au nanostars, in which
the underpotential deposition of Ag+ on certain crystal facets of Ag seeds
led to the formation of multiple branches by blocking certain facets.46,48

Finally, the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were modified
with mPEG-SH. Briefly, 20 μL of 2 mMmPEG-SH in aqueous solution
was added into the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars under stirring.
After 30 min, the mPEG-SH-modified Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were
collected by centrifugation and washed in water three times, and were
redispersed in 10 mL of deionized water.

2.3. Characterization. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM),
and energy dispersed X-ray spectra (EDS) were characterized by a
Tecnai F20 transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV. The
dynamic light scattering (DLS) spectra were characterized by a
Brookhaven ZetaPALS Analyzer. The UV−vis absorption spectra
were characterized by PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV−vis spectropho-
tometer. The SERS spectra were measured by a Renishaw inVia Raman
spectrometer. The cell viabilities in the MTT assay were measured by a
BioTek ELX 800 microplate reader. The hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining were examined by a Leica DMI 3000 optical microscope.

2.4. Photothermal Performance and Photostability Studies.
The photothermal performance of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was
investigated using an 808 nm laser and an infrared (IR) thermal
imaging system under different conditions. An IR thermal imaging
system (MAG-V30, Vst Light & Technology Ltd., Wuhan of China) was
employed for the recording temperature change. The temperature value
was recorded once every 10 s, and simultaneously, the thermal imaging
was mapped. (1) Changing the power density of the 808 nm laser: 2 mL
of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) was irradiated by an 808 nm
laser for 5 min, in which the power density of the 808 nm laser was 0.4,
0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 3.0 W/cm2. (2) Changing the concentration of
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars: 2 mL of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was
irradiated by an 808 nm laser (2.0 W/cm2) for 5 min, in which the
concentration of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10, 20, 30,
and 40 μg/mL. (3) Changing the irradiation time of a 808 nm laser: 2
mL of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) was irradiated by an 808
nm laser (2.0W/cm2) for different times of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min.
The temperature variation and thermal imaging were monitored by an
IR thermal imaging system, and the changes of UV−vis absorption and
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size of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars irradiated by an 808 nm laser with
different times were also measured by UV−vis absorption spectra and
DLS.Moreover, the photostability of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was also
investigated under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser every other 5 min
over 10 on/off cycles.
2.5. Cell Culture and Cytotoxicity Assay. Human breast cancer

cells (MCF-7) were cultured in DMEM culture medium supplemented
with 10% of FBS, 100 units/mL of penicillin, and 100 mg/mL of
streptomycin at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Briefly, MCF-7 cells in logarithmic
growth were cultured in 96-well plates for 24 h and then incubated with
Ag nanoparticles and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars for another 24 h. The
concentrations were 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 μg/mL for Ag nanoparticles, and 0, 10,
20, 30, 40 μg/mL for Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, in which the Ag
concentration was equivalent (the addition of Ag nanoparticles during
the synthesis of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was considered to calculate
Ag concentration in the sample of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, not
considering the addition of the AgNO3 agent). Finally, the cell viabilities
were measured by an MTT assay.
2.6. In Vitro PTT Studies. MCF-7 cells in logarithmic growth were

cultured in 96-well plates for 24 h and then incubated with Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars for another 24 h by irradiating an 808 nm laser under
different conditions. (1) MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars (40 μg/mL) were irradiated by an 808 nm laser for 5 min, in
which the power density was 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0 W/cm2. (2)
MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL)
were irradiated by an 808 nm laser (2.0W/cm2), in which the irradiation
time was 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5min. (3)MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars were irradiated by an 808 nm laser (2.0 W/cm2) for 5

min, in which the concentrations of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were 0,
10, 20, 30, and 40 μg/mL. Alternatively, MCF-7 cells in the control were
also irradiated by an 808 nm laser with different power densities and
different times. Finally, the viabilities of MCF-7 cells were measured by
anMTT assay. Furthermore, the viabilities of MCF-7 cells in the control
and incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) under the
irradiation of an 808 nm laser (2.0 W/cm2) for 0, 1, 3, and 5 min were
also characterized by CAM/EthD-1 staining, in which live/dead cells
could be directly observed in green/red.

2.7. In Vitro SERS Imaging. Raman spectra of different nano-
particles and cells incubated with nanoparticles were measured by a
Raman spectrometer with the laser wavelength of 785 nm. For Raman
spectra of nanoparticles, 1 mL of pure DTTC (1 μM), Ag@Au (40 μg/
mL), and Ag@Au-DTTC (40 μg/mL) nanostars was dispersed in PBS,
and their Raman spectra were measured with a wavelength of 785 nm
(the laser power was 14 mW, and the intergration time was 10 s). For
Raman spectra of cells, MCF-7 cells in logarithmic growth were cultured
in 35mm culture dishes for 24 h and then incubated with pure DTTC (1
μM in PBS), Ag@Au (40 μg/mL in PBS), and Ag@Au-DTTC (40 μg/
mL in PBS) nanostars for another 4 h. Finally, the cells were washed with
PBS three times, mixed with paraformaldehyde, and the Raman spectra
were measured at the different sites of cytoplasm and nucleus with a
wavelength of 785 nm (the laser power was 140 mW, and the
intergration time was 10 s).

2.8. Animal Models and in Vivo Biocompatibility. Female Balb/
c (nu/nu) nude mice (18−20 g, 4−6 weeks old) were used in this work.
All of the experimental protocols involving animals were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Jinling Hospital,

Figure 1. Synthesis and characterization of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars. (a) Scheme of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars for in vivo improved SERS imaging and
NIR-triggered PTT of breast cancers; (b) TEM images of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars; (c and e) localized TEM images and the corresponding EDS
spectrum in dot scanning of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars; (d and f) localized STEM images and the corresponding EDS spectrum in line scanning of Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars.
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Figure 2. Size distribution, UV−vis absorption spectra of nanoparticles, and temperature variation and the corresponded IR thermal imaging of Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars by irradiating with 808 nm laser under different conditions. (a) DLS curves of Ag, Ag@Au, and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars; (b) UV−vis
absorption spectra of Ag, Ag@Au, and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (the inset shows the UV−vis absorption spectra of Ag nanoparticles under different
concentrations); and (c) the size change of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars dispersed in water, PBS buffer, FBS, and 10% FBS between 7 days by DLS
characterization. (d and g) The concentration of nanoparticles was 40 μg/mL, the irradiation time of 808 nm laser was 5 min, and the power density was
changed from 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, to 3.0 W/cm2; (e and h) The power density of the 808 nm laser was 2.0 W/cm2, the irradiation time was 5 min,
and the concentration of nanoparticles was changed form 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10, 20, 30, to 40 μg/mL; (f and i) The concentration of nanoparticles was 40 μg/
mL, the power density of the 808 nm laser was 2.0 W/cm2, and the irradiation time was changed from 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, to 30 min.

Figure 3.UV−vis absorption spectra, DLS curves, photothermal conversion efficiency, and photothermal stability of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/
mL) under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser (2W/cm2) with different times from 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, to 30 min. (a) UV−vis-NIR absorption spectra of
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, and real photographs of nanoparticle colloids in the inset; (b) DLS curves of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars. (c) The temperature
variation of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was irradiated by an 808 nm laser for 300 s, and then the laser was shut off; (d) The linear relationship of time data
versus −ln θ obtained from the cooling period of panel c; (e) the temperature variation of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars over 10 on/off cycles of 808 nm
laser irradiation.
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and all the mice received humane care in compliance with the guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Moreover, the experiments in
the present study were performed in the Animal Centre of Jinling
Hospital. For biocompatibility measurements, 18−20 g of healthy nude
mice (4−6 weeks old) were injected with 100 μL of PBS and Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars (200 μg/mL in PBS) via the tail vein. After 14 days,
they were sacrificed, and the main organs, the heart, liver, spleen, lung,
kidney, and intestine, were dissected for H&E staining. In this work, the
tumor model of MCF-7 was established and used. Briefly, MCF-7 cells
were diluted with PBS and then injected subcutaneously into each
mouse at the back with about 1 × 107 cells. When the tumors grew to be
about 50−100 mm3, the in vivo therapy was carried out.
2.9. In Vivo SERS Imaging.MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice were

injected with 100 μL of PBS, pure DTTC (1 μM in PBS), Ag@Au (40
μg/mL in PBS), and Ag@Au-DTTC (40 μg/mL in PBS) nanostars.
After 30 min, the Raman spectra of mice were measured with a
wavelength of 785 nm (the laser power was 140 mW, and the

intergration time was 10 s). As a comparison, the Raman spectrum of a
mouse without the injection was also measured at the same conditions.

2.10. In Vivo PTT.MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice were randomly
divided into 4 groups (n = 6, per group) and injected with 100 μL of
PBS, PBS + NIR, Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL in PBS), and
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars + NIR (40 μg/mL in PBS) for groups of 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. Especially, the mice in groups of 2 and 4 were
irradiated by an 808 nm laser (2 W/cm2) for 5 min after 30 min
postinjection. The tumor volume and body weight were measured every
other day, and the volume was calculated to be length·width·width/2.
On the 14th day, the mice were sacrificed, and the tumors and the main
organs, heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney, were dissected for H&E
staining.

2.11. Statistical Analysis. Data were expressed as the mean ±
standard deviation. Statistical differences were analyzed by the Studentś
t test. A value of p < 0.05 was taken as statistically significant.

Figure 4. In vitro viabilities of MCF-7 cells under different conditions characterized by the MTT assay and live/dead cell staining. (a) Cytotoxicity of
MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag nanoparticles and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, in which the Ag concentration was equivalent. (b) Viabilities of MCF-7
cells in the control and incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser with different power densities, in which the
concentration of nanoparticles was 40 μg/mL, and the irradiation time was 5 min. (c) Viabilities of MCF-7 cells in the control and incubated with Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser with different irradiation times, in which the concentration of nanoparticles was 40 μg/mL,
and the power density was 2W/cm2. (d) Viabilities of MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars with different concentrations under the
irradiation of an 808 nm laser, in which the power density was 2W/cm2, and the irradiation time was 5 min. (e) Viabilities of MCF-7 cells in the control
and incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser with different irradiation times for 0, 1,3, and 5 min by live/dead
cell staining.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Ag@Au-DTTC
Nanostars. Figure 1a gave schematics of Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars for in vivo improved SERS imaging and NIR-triggered
PTT in breast cancers. At first, Ag nanoparticles were synthesized
and coupled with DTTC for the first time. The TEM image of Ag
nanoparticles was shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
Then, gold nanostars were grown on the surface of Ag
nanoparticles to form Ag@Au core−shell structures and then
coupled with DTTC for the second time to form Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars. Finally, mPEG-SH was modified on the surface of
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars for improved SERS imaging and NIR-
triggered PTT in breast cancers.
The size distribution and UV−vis absorption spectra of Ag,

Ag@Au, and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were measured by a DLS
and UV−vis spectrometer. As shown in Figure 2a, the size of Ag,
Ag@Au, and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was about 32, 72, and 74
nm, respectively, which suggested the good dispersibility of Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars. In Figure 2b, the wide absorption bands of
Ag@Au and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were from 500 to 1100
nm, and the center was located at about 794 nm, which also
indicated that DTTCmodification will not change the shape and
size of Ag@Au nanostars. In order to investigate the performance
of SERS imaging and PTT, the stability of mPEG-SH-modified
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars in different media of deionized water,
PBS, FBS, and 10% FBS was first characterized by DLS during 7
days. As shown in Figure 2c, the size of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars
was almost constant in FBS and 10% FBS, and slightly bigger in
deionized water and in PBS. The results indicated the stability of
the as-prepared mPEG-SH-modified Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars

in different media, and their stability could be further optimized
by adjusting the modification quantity of mPEG-SH molecules.

Figure 5. In vitro SERS spectra of nanoparticles and MCF-7 cells in the control and incubated with nanoparticles under the excitation of a 785 nm laser.
(a) SERS spectra of pure DTTC, Ag@Au, and different Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (14 mW, 10 s). (b) SERS spectra ofMCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars at different locations of the cytoplasm and nucleus (140 mW, 10 s). (c) SERS spectra of MCF-7 cells in the control and incubated
with pure DTTC and Ag@Au nanoparticles at different locations of the cytoplasm and nucleus (140 mW, 10 s).

Figure 6.H&E staining images of main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and intestine) of healthy nude mice injected with PBS buffer and Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars.

Figure 7. In vivo SERS spectra of MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice in
the control and injected with PBS buffer, Ag@Au, pure DTTC, and
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars under the excitation of a 785 nm laser (140
mW, 10 s).
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Using an 808 nm laser and an IR thermal imaging system, the
photothermal performance of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was

investigated, as shown in Figure 2d−i. By increasing the power
density of the 808 nm laser from 0.4 to 3.0 W/cm2 in 5 min, the

Figure 8. In vivo PTT characterization of MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice injected with PBS, PBS + NIR irradiation, Ag@Au-DTTC, and Ag@Au-
DTTC +NIR irradiation (n = 6, per group). (a) The change of relative tumor volume in different groups of PBS, PBS + NIR, Ag@Au-DTTC, and Ag@
Au-DTTC + NIR. (b) The change of body weight in different groups of PBS, PBS + NIR, Ag@Au-DTTC, and Ag@Au-DTTC+NIR. (c) The IR
thermal imaging of tumor-bearing nude mice injected with PBS and Ag@Au-DTTC under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser for 0, 1, 3, and 5 min. (d)
The real photographs of tumor-bearing nude mice in different groups, at the beginning and at the end of 14-day treatments.

Figure 9.H&E staining images of tumors and main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney) of tumor-bearing nude mice in groups of PBS, PBS +
NIR, Ag@Au-DTTC, and Ag@Au-DTTC + NIR.
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temperature of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) could
increase from 25.50 to 62.75 °C at 2.0W/cm2, and to 76.89 °C at
3.0 W/cm2, respectively, as shown in Figure 2d. Moreover, by
fixing the power density of the 808 nm laser in 2.0 W/cm2, the
temperature of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could gradually
increase by adding the nanoparticle concentration from 2.5 to
40 μg/mL. Especially, when the concentration was higher than
20 μg/mL, the temperature could increase obviously to more
than 55 °C in 5 min, as shown in Figure 2e. By increasing the
irradiation time of the 808 nm laser from 5 to 30 min, the
temperature of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) could
only increase by about 11 °C, as shown in Figure 2f.
Furthermore, the real images of IR thermal imaging under
different conditions were also shown in Figure 2g to i, which were
consistent with the temperature curves in Figure 2d to f.
3.2. Photostability and Photothermal Conversion

Efficiency. In order to improve the applicability in clinical
settings, the stability of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars irradiated by
an 808 nm laser with different times was investigated using UV−
vis absorption spectra and DLS, as shown in Figure 3a and b.
When the irradiation time was increased from 0 to 30 min, the
peak intensity of UV−vis absorption did not obviously decrease
except by a slight blue-shift, and the color of the nanoparticle
colloid did also not change. Moreover, the size of nanoparticles
did not obviously increase or decrease. The slight blue-shift and
size change of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could be attributed to
the spikes decrease of nanostars after laser irradiation, which
could be observed in the TEM image, as shown in Figure S2
(Supporting Information). The results suggested that the as-
prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars had good photostability
under irradiation of an 808 nm laser.
Photothermal conversion efficiency and photothermal stabil-

ity played important roles in improving the PTT efficacy of
photothermal agents. Figure 3c and d gave the heating−cooling
curve and the corresponded fitting curve following the data in the
cooling stage of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, by irradiating an 808
nm laser for 5 min. According to Figure 3d and the calculation
method described in previous reports,41,42 the photothermal
conversion efficiency (η) could be calculated to be 79.01%, which
was much higher than that of gold nanorods, nanocages, Cu-
based semiconductor nanoparticles, and other polymer photo-
thermal agents.41−45 Further, the photothermal stability of Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) was characterized by
irradiating an 808 nm laser (2W/cm2) every other 5 min over
10 on/off cycles. As observed in Figure 3e, the temperature
variation of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was almost constant
during 10 on/off cycles of the laser. Therefore, the excellent
photothermal conversion efficiency and photothermal stability
indicated that the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars had
important potential in PTT of cancers.
3.3. Cytotoxicity Assay and in Vitro PTT. To assess the

application of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars in biomedicine, the
cytotoxicity and in vitro PTT performance were measured by
MTT assay. Figure 4a showed the viabilities of MCF-7 cells
incubated with Ag nanoparticles and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars
for 24 h, in which the Ag concentration was equivalent.
Compared with the cell viability of pure Ag nanoparticles of
about 88.8%, Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars showed a lower
cytotoxicity of about 97.0%, which indicated that the coating of
Au nanostars decreased the toxicity of Ag nanoparticles. Figure
4b gave the viabilities ofMCF-7 cells in the control and incubated
with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) under irradiation of
an 808 nm laser with different power densities for 5 min. A single

808 nm laser was not harmful for MCF-7 cells in the control, but
the MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could
be obviously killed under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser, in
which the viability of cells could decrease to 68.4%, 23.0%, and
5.2% with the power density of 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0 W/cm2,
respectively. By changing the irradiation time of the 808 nm laser,
the viabilities of MCF-7 cells in the control and incubated with
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/mL) were also measured, as
shown in Figure 4c. Similarly to Figure 4b, the viability of MCF-7
cells in the control hardly decreased, but the viability of MCF-7
cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could decrease to
54.7%, 21.8%, 10.3%, and 5.2% with the irradiation time from 2
to 5 min, respectively. Furthermore, under the irradiation of an
808 nm laser with the power density of 2.0 W/cm2 for 5 min, the
viabilities of MCF-7 cells were measured to be 74.6%, 24.5%,
14.1%, and 5.0%, when the concentration of Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars increased from 10 to 40 μg/mL, as shown in Figure 4d.
The in vitro MTT results suggested that the coating of Au
nanotars decreased the cytotoxicity of pure Ag nanoparticles and
that Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could be potential photothermal
agents for PTT under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser.
By live/dead cell staining, the in vitro PTT performance of

MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars (40 μg/
mL) was characterized under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser
with a power density of 2 W/cm2, in which the live/dead cells
were shown in green/red color, respectively. As shown in Figure
4e, the MCF-7 cells incubated with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars
were hardly killed after 1min but almost entirely killed after 3 and
5 min. By contrast, the MCF-7 cells in the control were not killed
under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser for 1, 3, and 5 min. The
staining results were also consistent with that of the MTT assay.

3.4. In Vitro SERS Measurement of Ag@Au-DTTC
Nanostars. The SERS effect of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was
assessed by measuring the Raman spectra of different nano-
particles and cells. Figure 5a showed the Raman spectra of pure
DTTC, Ag@Au, and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, in which Ag@
Au-DTTC nanostars were synthesized by the two-step coupling
(1#: Ag@Au-DTTC) and one-step coupling (2#: Ag@Au-
DTTC) DTTC described in Experimental Section. In Raman
spectra of pure DTTC and Ag@Au nanoparticles, no obvious
Raman peak was observed other than some broad packages.
However, in Raman spectra of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, some
sharp and narrow peaks were observed at a wavenumber of 398,
508, 782, 844, 1135, 1242, 1331, 1407, 1464, 1510, and 1580
cm−1, and so on, which was clearly distinguished from pure
DTTC and Ag@Au nanostars.23,49 Especially, the SERS
enhancement of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars by two-step coupling
DTTC was 2.63 times larger than one-step coupling DTTC,
which could be attributed to the combination of Ag and Au
substrates. Although only 50 μL of DTTC was added to modify
Ag nanoparticles, the SERS intensity could increase rapidly 2.63
times due to the strong SERS enhancement of the Ag-active
substrate. Therefore, it could be said that the Ag-active substrate
in Ag@Au with twice-modified DTTC played an important role
in SERS enhancement, besides the quantity of DTTC. The
finding demonstrated that the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars could have potential application as an improved
SERS-active imaging probe.
The in vitro SERS spectra were also measured by incubating

Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars with MCF-7 cells for 4 h. Figure 5b
showed the Raman spectra of MCF-7 cells located at different
sites of the cytoplasm and nucleus. Compared with the Raman
spectrum of the nucleus, the characteristic peaks of DTTC could
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be observed in Raman spectra of cytoplasm with four different
sites, which were located at about 398, 508, 1135, 1242, 1274,
1407, and 1464 cm−1 and corresponded to the Raman peaks of
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars shown in Figure 5a. Furthermore, the
Raman spectra of MCF-7 cells in the control and incubated with
pure DTTC and Ag@Au nanoparticles were also measured. As
shown in Figure 5c, the Raman peaks of cells incubated with pure
DTTC and Ag@Au nanoparticles were the same as that of cells
in the control, which indicated that the characteristic peaks of
DTTC were not observed in both the cytoplasm and nucleus.
Furthermore, the SERS mapping of MCF-7 cells incubated with
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was also characterized following the
Raman intensity located at about 508 cm−1, which was shown in
Figure S8a and b (Supporting Information).
3.5. In Vivo Biocompatibility and SERS Measurements.

In order to clarify the possible application of Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars in biomedicine, the in vivo biocompatibility was
investigated by injecting PBS and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars in
healthy nude mice via the tail vein, and then the tissue sections of
main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and intestine)
were analyzed using H&E staining, as shown in Figure 6.
Compared with the tissues of nude mice injected with PBS,
fibrosis of the heart and lung was not observed, and the
inflammatory reaction of the liver was also not found. Moreover,
in the kidney, the glomerulus and tubules were clearly displayed,
and the structure of the intestinal villus was also present in the
intestine, indicating no obvious tissue lesion in histological
specimens. The results suggested that the as-prepared Ag@Au-
DTTC nanostars could be further applied in SERS imaging and
PTT of cancers with low risk.
The in vivo SERSmeasurement of MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude

mice was carried out by injecting PBS, Ag@Au, pure DTTC, and
Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars, as shown in Figure 7. The Raman
spectra of tumors without injection and injected with PBS, Ag@
Au, and pure DTTC were similar, in which only some broad
packages were appeared. However, many sharp and narrow peaks
located at about 508, 782, 844, 1135, 1242, 1331, 1464, 1510, and
1580 cm−1 could be observed in the Raman spectrum of tumors
injected with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars. The results demon-
strated that the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could be
promising as SERS imaging probes for in vivo diagnosis of
cancers.
3.6. In Vivo PTT on MCF-7 Tumor-Bearing Nude Mice.

By establishing theMCF-7 tumor model of nude mice, the in vivo
PTT of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was assessed in 14 days. The
tumor-bearing nude mice were randomly divided into four
groups and were injected and treated with PBS, PBS +NIR, Ag@
Au-DTTC, and Ag@Au-DTTC+NIR. Figure 8a showed the
change of relative tumor volume of MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude
mice in 14-day treatments. At the 14th day, the relative volume of
MCF-7 tumors was 5.22, 5.16, and 5.32 in groups of PBS, PBS +
NIR, and Ag@Au-DTTC, respectively, but was 0.16 in the group
of Ag@Au-DTTC + NIR. Moreover, the body weight of tumor-
bearing nude mice in four groups did also not decrease as shown
in Figure 8b. To compare the temperature change of nude mice
injected with PBS and Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars under the
irradiation of an 808 nm laser, the in vivo IR thermal imaging of
MCF-7 tumors was measured. As seen in Figure 8c, the
temperature of theMCF-7 tumor in the group of Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars rapidly increased under the irradiation of an 808 nm
laser from 1 to 5 min. Figure 8d gave the real photograghs of
MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice in four groups at the beginning
and at the end of 14-day treatments, in which the tumor volume

in the group of Ag@Au-DTTC + NIR had almost disappeared
after 14-day treatments. The results demonstrated that MCF-7
tumors injected with Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars could be treated
under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser.
In order to assess the risk of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars and

NIR lights for tumor treatment, the tissue sections of the tumor,
heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney of nude mice in four groups
were analyzed by H&E staining, as shown in Figure 9. For
tumors, many apoptotic and necrotic tumor cells appeared in the
group of Ag@Au-DTTC + NIR but not in other groups.
Histological analysis of main organs revealed that pathological
changes were not found in the heart, liver, spleen, lung, and
kidney of different groups. The fibrosis in the heart and lung
samples was not detected, and the inflammatory reaction in the
liver section was also not found. Moreover, the glomerular and
tubular structures in the kidney samples were clearly displayed.
Therefore, it could be said that no necrosis was observed in any
histological specimen except tumors. The results demonstrated
the safety and the potential clinical application of Ag@Au-DTTC
nanostars in improved SERS imaging and NIR-triggered PTT of
breast cancers.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were synthesized for in
vivo improved SERS imaging and NIR-triggered high efficient
PTT in breast cancers with good biocompatibility. Because of the
coating of Au nanostars onto Ag nanoparticles, the cytotoxicity
was decreased. Moreover, by two-step coupling DTTC, the
SERS signal of Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars was improved by 2.63
times. The in vitro and in vivo SERS measurement demonstrated
that the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were excellent
SERS-active enhancement agents for cells and tumors, in which
sharp and narrow Raman peaks could be observed located at
about 508, 1135, 1242, 1274, 1407, 1464 cm−1, and so on. The as-
prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars showed good photostability,
and the photothermal conversion efficiency was up to 79.01%.
Under the irradiation of an 808 nm laser, the viability of MCF-7
cells was decreased to about 5%, and the tumor volume of the
MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mouse almost disappeared after 14-
day treatments. The present work provided a critical strategy of
developing theranostic nanoprobes with high performance and
low toxicity, and the as-prepared Ag@Au-DTTC nanostars were
valuable as a new theranostic system for simultaneously
improved SERS imaging and NIR-triggered high efficient PTT
in breast cancers with low risk.
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